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KENDRTYA VIDYLAYA WARANGAL
AUTUMN BREAK HOLIDAY HOMEWORK-2023

CLASS-X
SUB JECT: ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE

7. what are the different abilities that are involvecl in Intelligence?' z. How do you make decisions?
3' what are the differentApplications of Artificial Intelrigence?
4. What is Machine Learning?
5. What is Deep Learning?
6. What isAI Domain?
7. What is the purpose of Data Science in AI?
B, What is Computer Vision?
9. What is the purpose of NLp?
ro. What is AI Ethics?
rr. What is Data privacy in AI?
12. What is a AI Bias?
13. Why do we need Artificial Intelligence?
r+, what is Deep Learning, and how is it used in real_world?
15. Which prograrnming language is used for AI?
16' what is the inteiligent agent in AI, a'd where are they used?
r7. What is the use of computer vision in AI?
18, What are some misconceptions aboutAl?
19. What is a Chatbot?
20' what are the different areas where AI has a great impact?
2t'whatexactry is machine learning? Include 2 exampres of how machinelearning is used in everyday life.
22' Give the names of any four naturar Ianguage processing apps that are usedin real life situations.
zs. categorize the following into data sciences, machine learning, computervision, and NLp.

our lives are now more convenient thanks to recent technorogy
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security of our devices. These developments have alsohelped to make our demands more accessible and practical. These days,you can even use price comparison websites to check costs and chatbots toorder grOceries online.

Did you know thatyou can even predict howyou will rook * you age? Thisis now feasibre thanks to snapchat firters and Facebook
z+' Give some example of NLp apprications [Natural r,"ngu"g. processing).
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